
Storyboards by Vincenzo Natali



A red Mazda grows out of the horizon...

Aerial view tracking Mazda
geometrical
The flatness of Kansas

Sam Cooke fades up on the soundtrack...

Perfect high angle of grass
Slowly we move in
Music builds a sense of Dread
Climax

REd title over
Fade out
One sec black
Hard cut

Blinding light Tilt down to shimmering hot road
We hear the sound of an approaching car...

And zooms over us.

Hold one sec on emptiness



Wide profile angle on the road. Tracking car from behind 
(mechanically locked, feels like the car is 
stationary and ground is moving)

ECU Becky squinting in the sun Becky’s POV: the road ahead. Her future

Puts hand on pregnant belly Becky looks over

Becky pov:  ECU cal eats a burger Over Becky to cal
Becky: “I think I’m getting nauseous”



Becky opens window sticks hand out—
Becky: “better” (breathing it in) “what is 
that? Milkweed?”

B POV on her hand catching air Becky: “smells like our old cottage. 
Remember that field by the creek? Where dad 
took us fly-fishing?”
Cal: “took you. You know me and fish.”

Becky turns to cal:
“Yeah. and yet you happily consume the flesh 
of fellow mammal”

Cal: “like to keep it in the family”

Becky worries pendant... Tilt up to Becky: 
“Does dad think I’m an idiot?”

Over cal to Becky 
cal: “you gonna puke again?...want me to pull 
over?”
Becky: “It’s your burger...I can smell the 
meat”
Cal: “then crack a window”



Rack to cal:
”he and mom were nineteen when they had me”

Becky: “but they were mar-ried...maybe I 
gave up on Travis too easily”

Cal: “I’d say he gave up on you. Therefore, I 
say, fuck ‘im“

Angle from hood of car
Becky: “right. Fuck ‘im“

Insert: becky turns off music Quiet moment...

Becky takes a breath On cal wanting to change the subject



Angle from backseat
“How about some permanent waves?”
“Not sure geddy lee and Kansas are a good 
fit”

“All right, DJ b, you choose”

“I don’t know...what goes with endless flat 
nothing”

Rack to bowladrome—
Cal: “hey, look at that...”

“Bet that was the place to hang in 76’”
Becky POV: bowladrome
“Oh yeah, a real disco inferno”

Angle from hood of car
Becky: “That’s the ticket. The tramps.. 
abba...”

Becky: “...Kc and the sunshine band”



Adjust to sign...Cal’s pov of church

Becky: “...earth, wind and-“

Cal: “What goes with the black rock of the 
redeemer?”

“pull over”

Rack to Becky:

“What?”
“Pull over!”

Cal pulls to the side of the road Track along the car...

Door opens, Becky vomits Come around to cal.



Over cal to Becky - he offers her water 
“Here”
“Shouldn’t I be over morning sickness by 
now?”

Angle from back seat - slow push in:
“I wouldn’t worry... every woman’s body is 
different”
“What do you know about women’s bodies?”
“Not enough... you’re not worried are you?”
“...Is this the right thing?”

“What do you mean?”
“Maybe...maybe we should turn back.”
“What? We’re halfway to San Diego”

“It’s been...it’s so hard to know for sure...”
“Look beck... this is about you”
“Yeah... guess I have another 1500 miles”
“Right. Let’s just get back—“

Becky turns to sound—
“You hear that?”
“Hear—?”

Becky puts a finger to her lips...

Boom up to reveal field
Boy o.s.: “Heeeeeelp...”

Slow push into Becky and cal
Becky: “Hello? Someone out there?”



Slow zoom in to field...

Boy o.s.: “help me! Help me!”

Grass to car

The sound of wind and grass.

Slow push in to Becky... Slow push to her tummy...

Sound of heartbeat Becky turns back:
“Sounds like he’s really in trouble”
“Oookay. better haul him out”

Becky gets out of car Angle from within the grass: becky looks to 
the field



Low angle: Becky woozy
“Awfully hot all of a sudden”

Cal: “Be careful, don’t fall down into that 
ditch. I’m gonna get this thing off the side 
of the road.”
Cal shuts door

*car mount
...cal turns car around

Wide: cal pulls into church parking lot

Track past derelict cars... Cal parks next to dodge minivan

High angle View from bell tower
Cal gets out

Shadows pass over field - something 
beautiful and ominous about them



Slide left to find becky. Reverse angle: “Kid? Hey, kid! Can you hear 
me?”

Rack focus thru the grass
Boy o.s.: “Yes! Help me! I’ve been stuck in 
here for days!”

Low angle: Becky looks into gully

Becky POV of trampled grass Becky starts forward

Close focus on Jane eyre on the ground Becky stopped by woman’s voice—
“Tobin, stop calling! Stop calling, honey!”



Track across horizon of grass. 

“Stop calling, honey!”

Complementary move through grass.

Becky: “Hello?...what’s going on?”

Cal coming in bg Boy o.s.: “We’re lost. Please! Please help!”

Becky continues forward

Follow Becky as she steps further down the 
embankment...

Woman: “No! No, Tobin, no!”

High angle: Becky comes to border

Profile: Becky confronts the grass Footsteps behind her—

Cal : “Why are you waiting?”



Angle behind cal and becky facing grass—
Becky: “There’s a woman with him. She’s being 
weird.”

Reverse thru grass—
Boy o.s.: “Where are you? Are you coming?”

Becky: “Maybe we should call for help.” Becky takes phone out—

Insert: strong bars Boy o.s.: “Please, I can’t find my way out”

Cal: “He sounds really close.” Cal bounds into the grass—
Becky: “Cal wait...”



“Hang on, kid. Captain cal to the rescue. Da 
da da!”
Cal runs into the grass

...and disappears from sight.

Slo-mo
Push in to Becky

Becky’s pulse quickens

Slo-mo: becky nears the edge of field...

Slo-mo: Becky’s foot steps over the border High angle: Becky crosses 
the border and follows 
cal...



Track the “wake” as they move thru field

Becky: “slow down”

Hand held: follow her in the grass

Hand held: lead Becky

B: Hello?

Hand held: Becky POV

Operator: “Kiowa county 9-1-1”

Track Becky

B: “I’m on route 400...”

Operator’s voice vanishes...
Becky checks phone

Insert: dwindling bars ECU phone



Track Becky She looks up, stops and reacts

Becky POV: no cal B: “cal?”



Transition shot: becky steps deeper into 
grass...

B: “cal?”

Becky moves deeper into grass

Slide right Figure approaches... it’s cal!

Looks down... curses. Track his water-logged shoes

Track cal reacting to voices—

Woman OS: “go back to the road!”
Boy os: “mommy!’

Follow cal...



Cal reacts to scream... stops... Push in...

C: “kid?”

Continues pushing in as he hears laughter Cal’s pov: slow push in...

Movement — something is there!

Cal steps Forward... Pan with him as he steps forward... 
reaches...

Moment of anticipation... Cal swipes away the grass to reveal...

Nothing.



Cal turns. 

Cal: “kid? You still there?”

Tobin: “help....

180 move following tobin’s voice...

Voice coming from right and left!

Tobin: “...Me please!”

Cal: “what...?”

Looks back at path

 Reverse: The grass starts to spring back 
up...!?

Angle thru grass obscuring cal... The grass finishes straightening... pan over 
to—

...Cal’s reaction.  Worried. Pan with cal as he steps forward...

Cal: “becky?!”



Cal turns back as he hears Becky’s voice—

Becky: “chill, I’m right here... you have 
bars?”
Cal: “I left my phone in the car...”

Tobin os: “what? are you coming?”

Lead cal as he starts moving again...

Cal: “Jesus, kid, you sound like you’re in 
nebraska... becky? Where are you?”



Becky’s foot steps in...

Becky: “I’m here...” Becky: “...something’s no right about this.  I 
think we should go back to the road”

Still tracking cal

Cal: “what about the kid and his mom?”

Becky comes to a stop

B: “let’s get back together first”
...
C: “...now you can’t think of anything to say?”

Becky searches her mind... Becky recites—

“There was once a guy named McSweeney, who 
spilled some gin on his weenie...”



She stamps her feet in time...

B: “...just to be couth he added vermouth, 
then slipped his girl a martini”

C: “oh, that’s charming.”
Tobin os: “hey you guys! I’m scared!”
C: “yes, yes okay! Hang on!”

Over becky to grass

Cal os: “becky? Becky? Keep talking.”

180 move around her...

B: “there as once a woman named Jill, who 
swallowed an exploding pi—“

180 con’t.  Adjust left as cal’s voice now 
comes from opposite direction

Cal: “stop, stop...”

Becky faced away from us

Cal “I overshot you somehow”

She turns to Cal’s voice.

Becky: “quit fucking around, Cal.  This is not 
funny.”

Slide left (suggestive of a POV)... cal grows 
frightened... 

Cal: you’re right. There’s something wrong 
here”



Lat track... suggestive of pov

B: “alright... on the count of three, we both 
jump with our hands raised in the air.”
C: “can you jump?...

Becky turns to cal’s voice again

B: “cal, stop walking away!”

Cal: “ I didn’t move...
Becky os: “you did, you must have. You still 
are!”

B: “forget it. Let’s do this.”

Becky braces... 
Becky: “one! Two!... three!”
Becky jumps—

Boom up with becky

Slo-mo jump up—

Cal is a short distance away

Becky lands, relieved

B: “you’re close. One more time.”



Cal is also relieved

C: “all right.”
B: “one... two... three!”

Slo-mo: becky jumps...

Boom up with becky Slo-mo jump up

This time cal is at least a football field 
away. Church and road a mile farther

Slo-mo reaction—

Impossible

Becky lands hard in the muck on her ass

She is getting frightened...

Lat track... pov of becky. Watching her.

Tobin os: careful! Don’t you get lost too!”

Words are followed by laughter. Becky is 
scared now—

B: “cal?!”



High angle

C: “This is nuts. Becky?!

Cal starts to run

Follow cal running, directionless Cal: “becky?!”

Cal pov

Becky os: “over here!”

Track cal running right to left

Cal: “becky!!!”

Cu grass cuts cal’s cheek Track cal’s feet running left to right

Becky os: “over here!!!”



ECU cal runs left to right

C: “becky!”

Cal trips

Cal lands in the mud Reverse

Cal spits dirt Push in on cal as he sees...

Push in on something obscured on the 
ground

Cal gets on his hands and knees...



...and crawls over to... ECU blood on blade of grass...

Rack focus to cal Bzzzzzzz

Cal rakes the grass aside to reveal— A dead dog...

Cloud of flies rise Cu on dog tag “Freddy”



The rotting dog’s face Cal yelps, reacts to flies

Cal turns away, slide left... B: “cal ? What is it?”
C: “nothing... just slipped. Getting freaked 
out here.”

Track becky walking

B: “it’s okay. We’re going to get out of this. 
We just have to keep our heads.”

C: “what about the kid?”

Track becky. She walks into a CU

B: “forget the kid, this is about us now!”



Setting sun Jump cut wider

And wider

And wider... start to boom down...

Diving into the grass... Immersed in green...

Camera begins to rotate ...slipping between narrow gaps in the 
grass



... A figure appears, materializing through 
the grass...

Resolving into...

Becky.  

She continues past us...

She plods through the muck...

She sits down to rest Boom/tilt up as becky looks heavenward...

Sees a jet slicing the magenta sky Boom/tilt back down to becky...



Move around her... Push in on big... sounds of footsteps

Becky reacts to sound

B: “cal? Cal?”

She stands, excited...

Becky steps forward A shape moves toward her...

Ross materializes out of the grass Becky reacts...



She steps back Ross: “hi there.”

Becky reacts to Ross R: “you all right?”
Cal Os: becky? you there?!”
B: “there’s a man here”
R: “it’s all right, cal... you wanna get out?”

Cal os: “becky?!”

Becky: “if you could get out, why you still 
in?”

Ross: “I’m looking for my boy. And my wife. 
It’ll be dark soon.  You better come with 
me.”

Becky does not respond. Ross: “I understand. You don’t know me 
from Adam...”



Cal os: “becky?! What’s happening?!!”

Becky: “I’m okay, cal... (to Ross) can you find 
my brother?”

Ross: “I’ll try. Not like walking in a 
straight line... just follow me.  But stay 
close...”
Becky: “okay.”

Ross turns...

R: “hang tight, cal. We’re coming for you!”

He motions to becky, exits

Becky hesitates, then follows, exits



Track thru grass looking up at moon... Tilt down to cal

Cal: “becky!”

Cal stops ecu... then drops o.s. Lat track, cal sits
C: “I’m never going to find her”
Tobin os: “you can find things—“

Cal turns, finds Tobin fg Reveal Tobin low angle

He bends down... And pulls crow out of the dirt



Cal reacts Tilt up with crow in hand (past t-shirt)

Tobin: “...but it’s easier once they’re dead”. Cal: “Tobin?”

Tobin: “the field doesn’t move dead things” Cal looks from crow to Tobin

Tobin starts to bury crow

Cal: “Tobin, did you lure us in here? Tell me. 
I won’t be mad”.

Tobin: “no. We heard someone else yelling. 
A man. He was calling for help...”



Cal: “ how long have you been here?” Low angle Tobin

Tobin: “I’m not sure... your sister... she’s 
gonna die soon.”

Cal: “how do you know she’s my sister?” ECU Tobin buries the crow

Tobin: “the rock. It teaches you to hear the 
grass, and the tall grass knows 
everything.”

Cal: “then you must know where she is” Tobin smiles and stands

Tobin stands into shot

Tobin: “I could find out for you... come on. 
Follow me.”

Tobin turns—

Cal rises and follows



Call pauses, turns back to crow— Push in to dead crow...

ECU crow eye

Cal reflected as he disappears into grass



Grass... Parts to reveal Ross...

Followed by becky... Pan with becky and then track

Ross: “how far along are you?”

Becky confused Ross points to her belly

Becky: “six months”.

Ross: “that’s nice...enjoy your baby because 
they grow fast.”

Becky nods, casts a bittersweet smile



Ross pauses—

R: “dad not in the picture?”

B: “he wasn’t ready for it”.

R: “too bad for him. Family’s everything...it’s 
the simple truth.”

Becky relaxes

R: “Now let’s keep going. Sooner we get to 
them the better”.

Ross exits

Ross keeps moving. Becky starts to follow, 
feeling reassured...

Becky steps forward, stops, looks down—



Becky pov of kangaroo pouch Low angle on becky

Pan from pouch along the ground... To find a clump of bloody hair.

Becky reacts Looks up—

Becky: “mister? Ross?”

Ross is gone

Becky: “hello?”

Becky turns to a sound—



Camera moves 180 Camera and becky spin in opposite directions

Becky: “cal?! Cal, can you hear me?!!” Becky and camera come to a rest—

Becky: “cal?!!!”

...and there’s someone behind her ... Natalie comes out of the grass.

-



High angle Tobin & cal (Or overhead angle)

Moving with cal, exhausted Tobin turns—

T: “just a little further”.

A wall of grass... Tobin breaks thru—

T: “there it is!”

Boom up to cal as he follows... Cal steps into ecu



Wide to reveal the clearing Slow push in, low angle of rock...

Tobin runs up to it. Cal reacts

Tobin touches rock—

Tobin: “boy, that feels good.  Come on, cal, 
try it.”

Handheld: lead cal as he steps Forward...

Pan with cal... Cal leads us...

Hear buzz coming from rock...



Camera comes around and drops low... Cal looks up

Cal pov of rock Cal looks up, then down...

Cal pov of runes, push into dancing people Push into ecu of cal

Low angle, cal reaches out—

Boom up...

Boom down to Tobin



Grass waves excitedly Wind blows through cal’s hair... moonlight 
shines on his face...

Moon rising over rock Cal reaches out to rock...

ECU of hand reaching...

Hand pauses—

A blood-curdling scream—

Cal reacts to scream, turns away from rock

C: “becky?”

Becky: “get away from me! Get away!”

Tobin: “sorry, cal. Too late.”

Cal pov of grass, becky screams again—



Cal turns to the sound— Cal runs out of frame—

Tilt down to Tobin—

T: “wait! You’ll never find her that way!”

Over Tobin—

Cal disappears into the grass

Cal pov running thru grass Lead cal—
Cal chasing the screams as sound 
boomerangs away from him...
Sending him in another direction...

High angle: cal

C: “becky? Becky!

Pull back—

C: “becky!!!!”



...pull back further and further...

Cal becomes a speck...

Until cal disappears completely in a dark 
sea of grass...



Repeat the opening shot: tilt down from the 
sun...

To the 400. A vehicle approaches...

...a pick up truck... It zooms overhead.

Hold on the flat nothing a beat Slide left as the pick up pulls up to gas 
staton.

Slide right as the driver opens the door ...steps out revealing travis



Wide: travis takes in the surroundings On travis at the pump. 
BANG-BANG...

RACK TO ATTENDANT IN THE BUILDING POINTS AT NO SMOKING SIGN

TRAVIS PUTS OUT HIS CIGARETTE... STEPS UP TO 
HER

HOLDS UP A PICTURE

“I’M LOOKING FOR THESE TWO. EVER SEEN ‘EM?”

ON PHOTO OF BECKY AND CAL



Travis blasts by— Cu guitar case

Cu map Cu Becky’s photo

Travis glances at photo His eyes go to...

Travis pov: bowladrome Travis drives, then sees...



The black rock of the redeemer... Travis notices something else...

Travis pov: church and parking lot Travis starts to realize...

Travis pov:  cal and Becky’s Mazda Reverse: Travis looks back... 

Travis: “holy shit.”



Over Mazda to travis’ truck—

The truck screeches to a stop.

Over grass to road—

Travis backs up truck

Alt shot.  Close focus on grass waving in 
the breeze in fg... as travis backs up.

Slide off church—

Travis backs up into parking lot

Travis’ feet come into frame... Track right... as travis goes to Mazda

Int madza

Travis looks inside thru window

Travis pov: maggoty burger



Push in as Travis enters frame...

Wipes off mud on plate

Travis stands up, looks around...

Lat track as travis looks at dodge minivan. Pull out over grass

Travis: “becky?!”

Reverse: Travis looks out to expanse of 
grass

He turns to...

The church

Push in past fg cars as travis enters and 
approaches...



Blackness Door cracks open to reveal travis

Slow pull out: Wide church int.

Track past pews Lead travis

Travis pov: coming up to door Overhead travis comes up to door

Ext church... travis leads us inside.



He turns back to the entrance.Travis tries to open the door but it’s locked



Angle thru abandoned car as travis exits the 
church...

Low angle, church in bg—
Travis tries his phone...

Operator: “emergency services. Please stay 
on the line...”
T: “hello?”

Wide, across road...

Operator: “Kiowa county 9-1-1. What is the 
nature of your emergency?”
Travis: “I’m on route 400...”

Operator: “sir, you signal is very weak...”

Travis: “route 400... hello?”

Static fills the line

T: “can you hear me?”

Looks at phone. No service.

Travis kicks the dusty road in frustration.

He stares across the road at the field and 
notices something...

He exits frame...



Book on the ground.

Travis picks it up.

Low angle

Looks at the book... realizes it belonged to 
Becky.

He sees something else... Track left and rack deep to reveal

Trampled grass

Wide behind travis in front of field... he 
knows where she is.



Int. Truck Door opens and travis takes his backpack...

ECU grabs photo of becky Travis out of focus...

Steps into focus as he confronts... TRAVIS POV OF THE GRASS WAVING IN THE 
BREEZE.

PROFILE ANGLE OF TRAVIS STANDING BEFORE 
THE GRASS.

...HE STEPS INTO THE FIELD. HOLD A BEAT.



Lead feet thru mud Travis leads thru grass toward the sun

ECU travis’ eyes watching the sun Travis pov following the sun

Close focus on grass... Travis comes up to it and ties it in a knot...

Travis ties grass in knot then exits Push in on the broken glass...

It bleeds!

*oR ALT IDEA: IT STARTS TO UNTIE ITSELF.



Cu cicada Snatched up by a crow

Crow eats cicada ECU crow’s eye—

The field reflected as something moves 
within.

The crow takes flight as— Travis appears.

Travis: “becky?!” Lat track thru grass, voyeuristic



Travis ties the grass in knot... Boom up to his face as he senses being 
watched...

Travis lights a cigarette...

We see the discarded cigarette pack in the FG 
as travis disappears from view.

He departs.

Again... travis is watched. (Lateral track).



The hot sun thru blades of grass... Travis enters shot...

Lead travis as he sips water and looks down 
for a moment...

Stops and react...

No sun...?! Travis turns...

...move 180 to reveal the sun is now behind 
him!

Travis looking up...



Looks down... reacts to something 
disturbing...

Shadows move ever so subtly across the 
ground...

The sun shines down on him

(Moving in the sky?)

Shadows move over his hand...

What.  The.  Fuck.



Dusk.  Pull back slowly... Travis moves thru the grass...

Handheld leading travis as he goes grass 
knot to grass knot...

Until he sees something...

Travis lowers out of frame... Insert: travis reaches in and picks up 
cigarette pack...

He’s gone in a circle.

Fuck.



ECU of nocturnal creatures...

Centipede

ECU rat

Ecu moth The moon thru blades of grass...

Tilt down to travis...

Lost.  Tired.

Voyeuristic angle—

Travis comes to a stop.

High angle—

Travis flops down into shot...

Rotate 45...

Boom down as travis takes out photo of 
becky...



Travis pov of photo Eyelids grow heavy...

...he closes his eyes... - a sound -

Travis reacts

Travis sits 
up...

Travis sits up into frame... listens

Slide left... Over Travis to the grass: Slide right...



- another sound - Travis crawls forward into cu

Travis pov: something moving in grass

Push in...

Behind travis... push in...

Travis leans into frame He draws the veil of grass to see...

Shadows.  Nothing there. Travis eases...



Travis turns away... ...adjust to a boy!

Travis jumps back— Tobin tight eyeline cu
He is more gaunt, dirty, battered than before

Tobin: “you okay?”

Tight eyeline ms

‘Shhhh”

Travis tight eyeline ms

Travis: “who are you?”

High angle shallow focus on Tobin

Puts finger to lips—
T: “do you hear that?”

Track thru grass...
 Hear sounds very quiet...



Track left, rack deep to Tobin and travis as 
they listen...

Low angle, drift left, shallow focus on 
travis listening—

Travis: “hear what?”

Subtle move right...

The sound of breeze...

Angle on grass rustling in the breeze...

(Boom up?)

Travis matching tight eyeline cu

Tobin: “everyone else. If you don’t pay 
attention, they go away.”

High angle, close focus on grass

Travis: “who do?”
Tobin: “other people stuck here. But they are 
not connected...”

Travis: “and we are connected?”
Tobin: “sure.  ‘Cause you know me.”
Travis: “no, I don’t”
Tobin: “you don’t remember?”

Travis: “we’ve never met before. I’m—“
Tobin: “travis.”
Travis: “how do you know my—“
Tobin: “you’re looking for becky”



Travis: “you know becky?”
Tobin: “of course”
Travis: how could... who the hell are you?”

“Tobin”
“Tobin...?”
“You really don’t remember?”

“Do you really know where becky is?

Travis: “you gotta tell me!”
Tobin: “I can show you. But—“
“But.. what?”
“You sure you wanna see her?”
“Of course!”

ECU on Tobin, into the lens

“All right.  But you gotta stay close.”



Moving briskly thru grass. Long lens 
profile

Tobin gains on camera, enters left...

Tracking right... travis trying to keep up Tobin enters frame opposite direction

Travis running, keeping up with Tobin...
Slide left as Tobin runs in...

Slide right as Tobin slows... Over Travis to Tobin...

Shape lying in bg

“There.”



ECU on travis.  Starts forward...

“Becky?”

Rise + dolly  w/ travis as he hacks thru 
grass

Rising...

Travis sees the body of becky now...

“Becky!”

End overhead

As travis drops to her body...

Close focus cu of becky dead Alt.  High angle above becky with grass 
waving in fg.

Angle over becky on travis, devastated Tobin enters bg, out of focus

Tobin: “the field does not move dead things” 
makes them easier to find.”
Travis: “oh...god...”



Slow boom up to Tobin... Tobin pov: travis and becky

Tobin registers something off camera Cu on travis...

Travis turns to Tobin—

“Help...”

Slow pull back—
Tobin is gone.

No rack focus, let travis go soft.... Dissolve to soft neutral bg...

Transition to next shot—



(Sc.30 omitted/Transition from sc.29)

Soft image...
Travis steps into cu

*Scene 31-32 flashback not boarded*



Fish eye lens view of sunrise over the field The image rotates

... to reveal that we are looking at a drop 
of dew hanging from a blade of grass

And widens...



Travis gets up Becky (out of focus) in BG

Travis comes up to her ...takes off pendant

Travis stands and pockets the pendant

With a parting look... He disappears into the field



Reverse: Travis gives a parting to Becky big He leaves and curtain of green obscures 
Becky



High angle Travis enters frame left

Lead travis walks aimlessly...

- a dog barks -

He stops...

Travis calls out—

“Hello?...”

More barking then voices...

Travis: “hello?! Help!... I’m stuck here!”

Tobin os: “hello?” Is someone there?”

Travis looks to direction of voice—
“Tobin, is that you? Where are you?”
Woman os: “honey? What are you doing?”
Tobin os: “there’s a man. I heard him...”



The field of grass...

Travis o.s.: “Tobin, it’s travis!”

Slide right...

On Tobin looking out into field...

Turns to camera—

Tobin: “over there, mommy! You hear him?”

Diagonal move—
Natalie gets out of minivan...

Natalie: “where?”

Natalie enters frame—

Tobin: “in the grass”

Behind Tobin and Natalie.  The dog barks.

Travis o.s.: “hello? Are you on the road?... 
help me! Call somebody!”

Tobin: “he needs help.” Freddy breaks free—



Tobin: “freddy, come back!” Freddy runs across road to the field...

Tobin chases after Freddy... Natalie: “honey, don’t go—“

Freddy disappears into grass... Followed by Tobin...

Natalie o.s.: “Tobin!”

The grass absorbs them entirely. Reverse Natalie steps closer to the road 
looking for tobin. 

‘tobin!”



She turns to camera—

N: “Ross!”

Ross on the phone, Natalie bg...

Ross: “we’ll close when I get back next 
week... just a moment please...”

Ross cups the phone—
R: “Toby! Stay close! Don’t go in there! 
That’s private property... (to phone) hello?
Ross pockets the phone...

Ross heads for the field...

R: “Tobin!”

drop into grass... transition to next scene—



Transition shot...

Tobin o.s.: “hello, mister? Where are you?!”

Finding travis...

Travis: “hey kid! If you’re out of the grass, 
don’t come back in!

360 around travis...

Natalie o.s.: “Tobin! Where are you?”
Tobin o.s.: “I’m over here, mommy!”
...
Travis: “don’t come in here!”

360 con’t...

Ross os: “a little late for that, buddy.”
Travis: “what about your wife?”
...
T: “he’s in a whole shitload of trouble, mister! We all are!”

...go into grass... transition to... find Natalie and Ross...
Natalie: “honey, I’m getting scared.”
Ross: “it’s only a field...”

360 around Natalie and Ross...

Ross: “Tobin don’t let that man get near 
you!... you see him, run!”
Tobin os: “I’m afraid, daddy!”

360 con’t...

Natalie: “you hear that? He went right by us! 
Tobin!”



Natalie splits off from Ross...

Ross: “honey, wait! He went the other way!”

Ross heads into another direction...

Travis o.s.: “stop! Nobody move! That’ll only 
make it worse!”

Transition thru grass

Find travis...

Travis: “hello? I’m not going to hurt you!”

Camera starts to rise above travis...

Travis: “hello?”

Travis panics, starts to walk...

“Hello? Where are you?...”

...Reveal all of them nearby but going in 
completely opposite directions, lost in the 
tall grass.



Diss to moon, pulling out same speed as 
previous shot...

Push in on travis, fetal...

Travis on the ground, has a thought... He does something, we can’t see what...

An ugly urge takes hold of him... thirst... Travis drinks water out of his shoe...

He gags...

Over grass to travis as he spits it water... Travis looks up at grass—

“You’re loving this, aren’t you? This is what 
you like to do? Drive people crazy.”



Travis pov: Low angle on grass...

Waves serenely at him...

ECu on travis getting angry...

ECU match ignites Slow push in as travis tries to burn the 
grass...

Grass fizzles...

Juice douses the flames...

Flame light goes out.  He looks up at the 
grass again—

“Fuck you.”

Low angle: Travis crumples... Pull back, into the grass...



Pulling back from travis till... Grass fills the frame...
(Stitch with next shot)

Ross o.s.: “Tobin?!... Natalie?!”

...then slide right...to transition to the next 
scene.



(Stitch with previous shot)
...sliding right...

Ross o.s.: “okay, rosy-boy. Hold it together. 
Positive thinking.”

Ross pops out... camera leads thru grass...

“That’s how you’re getting outta this... the 
mind that’s light sells right.  The mind 
that’s light sells right...”

Ross gets angry—
“Fuck... fucking kid. If he’s just listened. Or 
his mother woulda acted like one for once 
and kept an eye on him...”

“Tobin!!! Natalie!!!” Ross scans the darkness and reacts to 
something he sees o.c...

Behind Ross—
He walks forward.
Boom up to reveal...

...the rock.



Behind rock—
Boom down as Ross approaches...

Boom down as rock fills frame...

Total blackness...



Blinding sun Jump back...

Boom down... ...find travis sleeping on the ground...

— pained cry of animal —

Travis jolts awake.

Tilt up with travis as he sits up and listens...



Drone shot, skimming over field...

Tobin o.s.: “help! Someone! Heeeelp!”

Rack deep to reveal Mazda parked...

Becky: “hello? Someone out there?”

Close focus on grass
Tobin o.s.: “help me! Help me!”
Becky: “sounds like he’s in real trouble.”
Cal: “ooookay. Better haul him out.”

Becky gets out of car...
B: “hot all of a sudden.”
C: “be careful, don’t fall down into the 
ditch. I’m gonna get this thing off the side 
of the road”

Drone shot: High angle over church—

Cal drives into parking lot...

Car parks...

The humbolt minivan nearby.

Overhead shot—

Becky near the field...

Becky steps into focus...

ECU of her thinking...



Transition shot
Zoom dolly/ drone

Moving lat thru grass...
Hear the sound of stomping feet...

...gain on travis, then keep pace with him...
Stops as he hears becky o.s.:

“There was a guy named McSweeney, who spilled some gin 
on his weenie...”

...Track now in opposite direction.

Cal o.s.: “oh, that’s charming.”
Tobin o.s.: “hey you guys!.. I’m scared”
Cal o.s. “Yes! Okay! Hang on! Becky?...”

Travis can’t believe his ears:
“Becky...?”
Cal o.s.: “Stop, stop. I overshot you 
somehow.”

Camera comes to a rest as travis calls out:

“becky! Cal! Are you there?!”

Diagonal move from behind as travis waits 
for reply...



He reacts as he hears becky:
“Hello? Is someone else out there?”

“Becky?! It’s travis!”



Slide right thru grass... ...slow rack focus to becky:
“Travis?!”
Travis o.s.: “I’m here! I’m here too!”

Track left to find cal:
“What—?!”
Becky o.s.:”how the hell did you—?!
Travis o.s.: “I don’t know...but I’m here!”
Cal: “why? Why the fuck are you here?!!”

ECU hard profile becky

Travis o.s.: “I came looking for you!”
Becky: “then how did you get here before us?”
Travis o.s.: “ I don’t know”.

- complementary angle on travis 

Travis: “you’re here now. we’re all here.”
B o.s.: “I still can’t believe it”
Tobin o.s.: “travis?! is that you?!”
Travis: Tobin? You okay?
Cal o.s.: “ I found Freddy. He’s dead...”

- rest of dialogue from these angles -
Cal o.s.: “who’s freddy?”
Tobin o.s.: “my dog...
...
Becky: and it didn’t work.

Travis: “this time I think it might. Just 
follow tobin’s voice... Tobin? Start 
talking.”
Tobin o.s.: “like what Becky’s doing?”
Travis: “yeah, just like that.”

Tobin o.s.: “okay... There was once a man 
named mcsweeney, who, uh...”



Push past dead freddy to...

“Just to be couth... uh... I forgot the next 
part..”

Find Tobin:

“He put something on his weeny... and slipped 
it in a martini!”

Track with travis following tobin’s voice...

Tobin: “what’s a martini?”

Travis opens curtain of grass to find Tobin...

Travis: “it’s a drink.” Tobin sees travis for first time:
“You’re travis?”

Tobin turns to Becky’s voice:
“And it’s a dirty rhyme. Not for kids.”

30 FPS beck appears



Becky emerges from the grass 30 fps, push in—
Travis reacts to seeing becky...

Travis looks down at her belly. Becky is self-conscious...

Becky reacts to cal’s voice from the grass:

“Becky!”

On travis...

Turns as cal appears. Becky runs to cal first...



Over travis—
Becky and cal embrace

Over beck and cal—
Travis watches

Cal: “it’s okay, now. It’s okay.”
Becky: “how is this possible?”

Over freddy to the group-
Travis: “the field doesn’t move dead things”

Tobin reacts

Cal: “that makes no sense.” Travis: “name one thing here that does.”

High angle on the group—
Becky: “so, what are we going to do?”
Travis: “i don’t know. I don’t have a fucking 
clue... sorry, kid.”

Becky lets out a groan of pain...



Travis is concerned Cal’s turns his attention to becky:

“You all right?
Becky: “yeah, yeah... really”

Cal turns back to travis:

“There has to be a reasonable explanation 
for all of this.”

Travis: “like what?”

Cal: “like maybe something that grows 
here... something that causes 
hallucinations.”

Travis: “i haven’t seen anything but grass.”

Becky: “something airborne, like spores?
Travis: “that are giving us the same 
hallucinations?”
Cal: “who’s to say if this is your 
hallucination or mine?”



ECU eye in the grass—

Travis: “it’s nobody’s. this is real. Things 
just... move around here.”

Pov long lens through grass at becky...

She sense it...

Becky pov of grass...
Is someone there?

Cal: “so explain to us again how you got 
here?”

Low angle travis. Breeze blows through grass

Travis: “i followed you”
...
“I don’t know how to explain it... but let’s just focus on 
how the hell to get out.”

Low angle: becky and cal as breeze blows—

Cal: “well, I’m not making becky blindly 
walk through wonderland anymore. We need 
a plan of some kind.”

On travis (wind):
“We can’t just sit here. I think we should 
move.”

...Grass obscures travis. Blowing grass reveals becky:
“i agree.”



...Grass obscures becky. Blowing grass reveals cal:
“In which direction?”

Becky: “i don’t want to stay here... someone 
is watching us. I can feel it.”

They look around...
Cal: “it’s going to be dark soon...we need to rest...”
Travis: “...we need to get moving.”
Cal: “you of all people are in no position to...”

Travis steps up to cal:
“Wasn’t my idea to go on a road trip. What 
exactly was the point anyway?”

Becky steps in between them:
“Look, can we just not get into this right 
now?”

Travis crouches down to Tobin:

“Hey, buddy. Hop on my shoulders.”

He lifts tobin on.

Tobin on travis’ shoulders
Boom up with Tobin...



Boom up with Tobin as he clears the grass... Wide shot of Tobin

Travis: “see anything other than grass?” Tobin: “just grass and more grass... wait—“

Tobin pov: bowladrome visible on the 
horizon.

Travis: “what?”
Tobin: “a building, i think...”
Cal: “that church?”
Tobin: “no... i can’t tell. It’s too far 
away...”

Low angle on tobin and travis—
Travis: “which way?”
Tobin casts a finger in the direction...

Travis and cal exchange looks...



Cal eyes travis as he heads out. Becky looks to cal before she departs...

Reverse: Cal finally has no choice but to 
follow...

As he does... shape moves thru fg!

i.*•ao-i.e.



Start in grass... Boom up to tobin coming toward camera

Track tobin—
The building is closer

Low angle, tracking tobin and travis—
Travis: “still see it?”
Tobin: “getting closer.”

Cal: “i don’t suppose you told anyone where 
you were headed?”
Travis: “sure. Not that it’ll make a 
difference.”
...
Becky: “you did.”

Steadicam follow: Over becky to travis—
Travis: “sure i did. And everyone thought i 
was crazy for trying.”

steadicam lead: Cu on becky, touched by 
Travis’ devotion...

steadicam lead: Cu on cal, casting a sideways 
glance...



Becky sees this... Takes out her phone—
Becky: “been a while since i checked.”

(Tracking) Cu on phone: zero bars, display 
goes skewy...

Extreme low angle on becky—
Pain in her belly — she drops phone —

Procession stops—
Cal: “you okay?”
Becky: ‘fine. Just fine. A kick, i think.”

Tobin: “is the baby coming soon?”

Becky recovers—
“She’s due in three months.”

Cu on travis—
“She?”



Cu on becky—
“I didn’t want to wait to find out. Ginny is 
what I’m calling her. For now anyway. After 
my aunt, virginia.”

Travis: “Ginny...”

Becky moves closer to travis—
“You don’t like it?”
Travis: “it’s cool. Old school.”
Becky: “she’s lively. She moves a lot.”

She takes his hand...

...and places it on her belly. Close profile: becky thaws as he feels the 
baby inside her...

Close profile: Travis reacts as he feels the 
kick...

Travis: “lively is the word for it.”



Cal bg—
Becky feels cal’s eyes on her...

Travis notices cal’s disapproval too...

Travis drops his hand... The moment is interrupted by the ring of 
beck’s phone.

They freeze... Cu on ringing phone on ground...

Alt shot:  close focus on caterpillar on 
leaf in fg, phone bg.

Cal picks up phone...



Boom up to cal... looks at phone... Turns the display to camera—
Rebecca deputy is calling!

Reverse on becky and travis—
Becky reacts
Nobody speaks...

Grass waves in breeze...

High angle on becky, puts phone to ear—
“Hello?”

Becky puts phone on speaker as cal and 
travis gather close to hear—
“Don’t let—(static)—he’s gonna ruin 
everything—(static)”

Cu on Tobin listening... Cu on phone: Becky’s reflection on messed 
up screen...
“Just don’t leave—(static)—mistake again 
forever—(static)—“



— low angle: screaming from phone —

They react.

Becky: “hello? What’s going on...?”

Over travis on cal and becky—
Becky: “that wasn’t a hallucination”
Cal: “okay, but what was it?”

Travis shakes his head—
“One more reason to keep moving.”

Travis turns and heads out, becky following, 
cal lingers... push in to him...

Come up close to cal, suspicion in his eyes. 
He follows the others...

And we continue pushing in past him... and 
into the grass...

Where we discover someone watching...

Continue pushing in...

...to a ECU of the watcher’s eye.



Gliding over endless field...

(Change to day)

See tobin...

Getting closer... “I can see it real close”

Come around 180 to see building... Boom down to travis:
“All right then. Let’s pick up the pace.”

Lead group Lat. track Becky and travis...
He glances at becky—
Becky: “what?”
Travis eyes the pendant...
Travis: “you kept him.”



Insert cu: the pendant
Becky: “he’s cute”.

Lat. track travis’ side—
Becky: “and yes, it reminds me of our first 
date.”
Travis: “you’re an odd one, Rebecca demuth.”
Becky: “look who’s talking.”

Becky slows... feels eyes on her...
Travis: “you okay?”
Becky: “i feel like a sack of amniotic fluid 
with legs.  But I’ll manage.”

Cal steps up—
“Maybe if you focus less on her and more on 
where we’re going we’d all get there a lot 
faster.”

Travis doesn’t test it, and continues 
onward...

Cal and becky pause—
Cal: “you sure you’re okay?”
Becky: “yes. I’m fine, cal. Cross my heart.”

Becky follows cal out of frame...



(Dusk)
Crows flying on front of low sun...

Aerial Drone shot of heroes... like the 
crows are watching them...

Lead becky thru thick grass... Becky leads...
Grass slides over her body...

Low angle track (crows overhead)...
Becky sweats, hurting as she plods...

Cu grass slaps against her face...

...grass slaps against her thigh... ...against her arm...



Mud sucks at her feet ECU flies try to crawl into her mouth...

...into her ear... ...into her nose...

Grass goes up her dress Feet sink into mud

Grass blows one way...
...then the other way...

Note: this sequence becomes a rhythmic 
montage. Intercut w/ grass blowing with 
increasing speed. The sun flickering thru the 
blades... create a ‘strobing effect’.



ECU fly tangled in eyelashes Becky stops, in pain...

Cu on becky in pain... ECU Blood drips down inner thigh...

...globule pearls off skin... ...blood drips...

Track falling blood drop... Drop explodes on the ground...



The blood spreads... ...and absorbed in the soil...

...the blood snakes underground... ...spreading like red roots...

...coming at us in perspective... ECU becky (lens baby)...

Image turns green... Ginny shivers in the womb (green tint)



Crows fly past each other Grass waves...

...revealing for an instant figures ECU flapping crow wing

ECU eye: grass waving in fg... ...becomes an animal eye.

Push into something pulsing under the earth Ginny’s feet twitching in womb (green tint)



— all sound cuts out —

SLO-mo: Becky falls...

SLO-mo: becky lands on ground

SLO-mo: travis and call rush over... SLO-mo: travis & cal come close—
(Dialogue spoken but not heard)
Cal: “is she going to...?”
Travis: “I don’t know. I’ve never—“

ECU Becky’s eyes in head... ...eyes focus on...

Someone coming thru grass (green tint)... (Transition to normal colour) 
Ross comes into cu...



Ross crosses over to becky... High angle: Ross performs cpr...

Travis watches, helpless. Profile: Ross performs cpr...

Becky revives— Becky sits up

Over becky on Ross—
Ross: “it’s okay”

Becky scrambles away as cal and travis come 
to her aid... travis places hand on her belly
—
“Baby’s moving.”



Ross is winded:
“Probably just her condition and a touch of 
heatstroke. That’s all...”

Tobin enters frame, hugs Ross—
“daddy!”

Ross hugs tobin:
“Thank god, Toby, thank god.”

Over Ross and tobin hugging on travis—
Travis: “you’re Ross? You’re tobin’s dad?”

Tobin looks at Ross, hopeful—
Ross: “don’t worry, your mom... she’s out 
there. We’ll find her and then we’re 
leaving... all of us.”

Over Ross and tobin on group—
Cal: “you find a way out?”
Ross: “got to the road, but i wasn’t about to 
leave without my family. 
Travis: “how?”

Ross: “it’s not a straight line, I’ll say that 
much. Which way were you headed?”

Travis: “toward that building.”



Ross: “building?” Travis gets up—
“We’re almost there. (to tobin) step up 
buddy.”

Travis picks up tobin The field...

Tobin pops up... Reverse: nothing out there (building gone)

“It’s gone.” Ross stands...



High angle: favouring Ross—
“That’s how things work around here.”

ECU Ross:
“But i got the golden ticket for any takers.”

Alt shot: pov thru grass ECU on eye
(Later revealed to be Natalie)



Dissolves from eye to moon...

Ross o.s.: “gonna be some sweet coming 
down on the night shift...”

Rack to fg grass...

Something shakes it—

“...it’s gonna be all right, on the night 
shift...”

Track pregnant becky

Track becky exhausted Becky pov of Ross holding tobin’s hand

Tracking Wider
High angle: close focus on grass as 
everyone passes...



Alt angle: closer w/ grass in fg Lead Ross and travis:
Travis: “that the Commondores?”
Ross: “very good... I’m a good judge of 
people...I’m in sales. Real estate’s the 
game.”

(Cover dialogue w/ these shots)
Track tobin half-listening to the 
conversation...

Track w/ Ross:
Ross: “New York state...i was a pretty good 
one until we ran into you.”

Cu on travis:
“Tried to warn you.”
Ross: “just giving you a hard time kid...”

Track w/cal and becky — their attention 
occasionally drawn to Travis and Ross.

Travis: “yeah, what’s more solid than the 
earth under your feet.”

Ross looks back to becky:
“I can see your deal. Just be glad you got a 
sweet thing like her...”

Ross pov of becky



Travis nods Ross takes a deep breath, stretches, gets 
his bearings...

Ross steps into ecu... sensing direction... Changes course...

Lat. track as they approach:
“Magical place Kansas, doncha think? No 
wonder it was the launch pad for wizard of 
oz...”

Ross breaks away—
“Made our manners with the world’s biggest 
ball fo twine. That was impressive.”

Push in on ross—
“Still, but nothing compares to this...”

He parts the curtain of grass...



Camera moves past ross to reveal the rock Boom down rock as group emerges...start 
close focus on carvings then rack deep...
Travis: “what the hell is it?”
Ross: “see for yourself.”

Travis and becky react Ross steps up to rock and turns—
“20 years of schoolin’ and they put me on the 
gray shift..that’s some real old rock, ain’t 
it, travis? Dylan.”

Ross ushers them forward:
“Child of Yahweh. Bard of Hibbing and i ain’t 
ribbin’.”

Profile: Travis and becky are doubtful...

But cal advances...
Cal steps up to the rock...



Cal bends down to examine carvings:
“There’s carvings on it. Look really old. 
Those native?”

Pov from the grass as cal looks at rock—
Ross: “rock’s been working the gray shift 
since before red men hunted on the Osage 
Cuestas...”

ECU on eye watching from the grass—
“Older than the hills. Been here before the 
glaciers came and carried the hills away...”

Cu ross:
“you realize we’re in the contiguous center 
of the United States? Smack dab in the middle 
of the continent.”

High angle: ross gestures to rock—
“In fact, I’d hazard this stone is the center 
of the center.”

Becky, exhausted, explodes:
“We didn’t come with you for a goddamned 
sightseeing tour. You were going to show us 
a way out.”

Ross comes up to rock:
“But darlin’, i have.”

Over ross to becky and travis as he places 
hand on the rock—
“You only gotta look.”



Cu ross touches the rock... Cu ross shivering from touching rock

Cu tobin starting to have doubts about his 
father

High angle cal examining runes—
“Does it have a map on it or something?”

Ross: “just put your hand on it and you’ll 
know.”

On travis, becky and tobin becoming wary—
Travis: “what’s that supposed to mean?”

Cal is drawn to rock, about to touch it...
Voice: “stop!”

—rack to figure emerging from grass



Tobin: “mommy!”
Tobin runs to natalie...

Ross reacts to Natalie’s appearance

Tobin falls into Natalie’s arms.  She looks 
like she’s been thru hell...

Ross observes the reunion...

Ross steps forward:
“Nat. I’ve been looking everywhere for you. 
Thank god you’re all right.”

Natalie: “stay away!”

She turns to others—
“whatever he said...whatever he told you, 
he’s lying.”

Becky and travis react



Ross nears Natalie and tobin:
“What are you talking about?”
Natalie: “you know.”

Cu on ross, cal in bg—
Ross: “all i know... all i care about is that 
we’re finally together. Everything’s gonna 
be all right now, honey.”

Natalie looks to becky... Ross: “now what is it?”

She becomes more flustered, staring at 
becky: “i saw her. She was...”

Over natalie to Ross: 
“she was what?...just say it.”

Closer on Natalie:
“She... wasn’t alive.”

Becky and travis react



Cal reacts Over travis and becky on Natalie and tobin—
Natalie: “i saw her on the ground. Some ways 
back... I’m sure—“

Ross: “see, Toby, your mommy is just a little 
confused. Why wouldn’t she be? No food or 
water for days.”

Tobin looks up to his father

Natalie: “I’m not confused. I saw her. And 
you... you were going to—

Ross: “I was going to what?”

“Hurt me.” Low angle on ross, laughing:
“Hurt you? How can you even think that?”



Ross turns to kids:
“Come on, we’re all in this together. We’re 
like family now. Right, travis? We solid?”

Over ross to cal backing up to travis and 
becky...

Travis: “thanks for your help mister, but i 
think we’ll find our own way now. (To 
Natalie) you wanna come with us?”

Natalie nods

Natalie and tobin edge toward the kids... Ross steps in their way:
“Just a minute.”

“Hear me out. This rock, once you touch it... 
you’ll know. It’s like a... whoosh... better 
than any I’ve ever felt...but it’s the truth 
honey...”

On Natalie, afraid



Ross turns to the kids—
“You think this is just chance? Folks end up in 
the grass for a reason...all your regrets 
melt away and the world opens up like a 
flower.”

Wider—
“It’s a beautiful thing. You gotta trust me 
on this”

Travis: “you should let her go.” Close on ross, his salesman mask slips—
“Or what?”

Aerial view: wind blows thru the field The grass blows wildly in the wind

The grass dances excitedly in front of the 
stone, the air supercharged with impending 
violence...

Matching profiles with grass in fg as travis 
and ross face off—
Travis: “i don’t think you got the advantage 
here”
Ross: “that a threat?”



Travis: “it’s pretty simple math.” As the wind blows fiercely, so does the pain 
in Becky’s womb...

She cradles her belly... Travis glances to cal for support. Cal 
looks less than ready for a fight...

 On ross, rock looming behind—
“If you thought i was doing the soft sell 
because i was afraid to go the other way, 
well you got another thing coming. Better 
that you come to the rock on your own. Open 
you heart to it, like i did.””

He turns back to Natalie—
“What i really want to know is how you got 
here? ‘Cause the rock would only let you 
find us if it wanted you to.”

On Natalie, trying to contain her fear...

*new eyeline to ross

High angle on ross, rock in fg—
“Unless this isn’t about you.”



His attention drifts to the rock—
“...right, i get it. This is about me?”

Travis slowly moves toward ross distracted 
by the rock...

Ross talks to the rock:
“Looking for the hard sell? Yeah. Sure. I’m 
game.”

—wham!
Travis throws himself on ross—

Becky: “travis!” Thru the grass, the fight

Travis on ross, fighting—
Travis to Natalie: “go!”

Ross elbows travis in the face—



300 FPS
Blood flies...

300 FPS
Blood collides with grass

Rack with blood flying at lens... Becky: “cal!”

Cal does nothing.

Travis slams to the ground— Ross on travis—
wrenches one hand behind his back...

Cu ross:
“I’m no fibber. When you touch the rock, 
you’ll know everything the grass knows. 
Including how to leave.”

—snap!
Ross dislocates travis’ arm—
Travis screams—



Becky looks away Ross stands
Travis curled up in agony on the ground

Extreme low angle on ross:
“Only you won’t want to.”

Cu ross as...

He slowly turns to natalie Natalie: “tobin, run!”

Tobin and natalie run... But ross catches natalie—



Tobin escapes— Gets to becky and cal

Ross holds natalie, faces tobin:
“Don’t worry son. It’s only flesh.”

“And all flesh is grass”

Straight on travis, becky and cal, horrified Straight on ross holding Natalie’s head like 
a vice and starts to squeeeeeze...

Travis looks up— Natalie struggles as ross applies inhuman 
pressure to her head...



ECU on tobin, traumatized—
Becky covers his eyes

We hear the sickening crunch of compressing 
flesh and bone... Natalie’s eyes bulge...

Boom up to ross straining with effort... —splat!
Blood, bone and grey matter explode

The bloody body flops on the ground, the 
kids horrified in the bg

Ross raises his bloody hands, exultant, the 
rock towering behind

Travis finds his feet... He hobbles over to the others



Travis runs past stunned cal:
“Cal!”

Angle thru grass:
Cal grabs tobin and they run away...

Close on deranged ross



Track kids running (call carries tobin):
Ross: “save your breathe, kids! You can’t run 
from redemption!”
Cal: “he’s right, you know. Where are we 
going to go?”

Lat. track...

Land on freddy Reverse to reveal freddy

Kids react—
Tobin: “freddy!”

Tobin jumps down—

Kids pov on freddy... Freddy turns...



Tobin follows... Lead group—
Travis: “come on.”
Becky: “i can’t .”
Travis: “you have to. (To cal) help me.”

Track over group chasing freddy, winding 
thru the grass...

Tracking their feet thru grass...

...which becomes... concrete! High angle: tracking w/ group...
The grass gives way to concrete.

They pause, react— Slow push in, Reveal the bowl-a-drome

(Freddy is gone)



High angle: service entrance opens—
Boom down to...

Cal getting out Come off vent as rest of them finish coming 
out...
Travis: “hurry!”

Door slammed shut Travis picks up a pipe...

Insert: travis shoves pipe thru handles Travis: :he’s not getting through that 
without a goddamned sledge hammer.”



And/or
High angle est. of bowl-a-drome

Cal: “who says he doesn’t have one.”

Becky lets out a pained whimper.  Travis and 
cal argue in bg:
Travis: “listen to me! When i drove here, i saw 
this building from the road!”

Becky finds her logic:
“We saw it too...”

Tobin looks at becky:
“...The church was just on the other side.”

Travis and cal pop up by the sign and look 
out into the distance...

Over them to The church beyond the road—
Cal: “oh, god. There it is. Spitting distance. T 
think i can see my car!”

Travis: “only problem... we walk into that 
grass and we’ll be back to square one.”

Travis looks to the parking lot...



Travis pov: freddy moving in parking lot Travis reacts to freddy

Freddy stops and looks back at travis Cal sees the dog:
“Jeez.”

Freddy goes behind a patch of grass... ...and does not come out the other side.

Travis starts up the ladder—

Cal: “where’d he go?”
Travis: “spot me.”

Travis climbs up sign as ladder teeters...



Cal tries to steady the ladder

Cal: “careful.”

Travis spots something:
“There!”

Travis pov: freddy has materialized at the 
church on the other side of the road...

High angle
Travis (realizing): “a hole.”
Cal: “a way out?”

Cal: “you think that’s it?” Travis looks to cal as he starts to climb 
down the ladder: 
“maybe. We’re not there yet.”

Cal struggles to hold the ladder steady Cal weighs a decision and looks back to...



Cal pov: becky turned away Cal makes a choice:
“No, we’re not.”

He lets go of the ladder—

Wide shot: travis starts to fall SLO-mo: travis falls...

SLO-mo: cal, ladder falls thru fg Wider shot: travis falls — the impact 
obscured by the grass fg...

Or
Travis falls behind partition...

On cal’s back as he looks down...



Cal turns... slide left to—
Tobin fg

On tobin.  He saw.

Cal steps up to tobin:
“Tobin... I...”

Tobin becomes frightened...

—he runs away... Cal turns—
Rack to him fg...
Ross: “holes are everywhere, Calvin my boy.”

Cal turns to see Ross climbing out of a 
hole in the roof...

Ross: “life’s full of ‘em.”



Cal breaks into run as Ross rises fg... Black

Hatch opens—
Tobin climbs down...

Ross rises and starts forward...

Pushing in: cal helps becky into stairwell Over cal to Ross walking toward them

Cal shuts the door to black.



Tobin exits, runs into the grass. Lead Cal and becky as they exit—
Cal: “tobin, wait!”
Becky: “where’s travis?”
Cal: “we need to keep moving...i saw a 
way...from the roof. It’s...”

Over cal and becky—
Cal spots their destination:
“There!”

Track right as they struggle toward the 
grass...

Leading them—
Cal: “just a little further, beck. Please”
Becky: “it hurts. It hurts so much...”

They lead, close on both:
Cal: “it’s so close.”
Becky: “but travis...”

Cal: “for once think of yourself. And what 
about your baby?...”
Becky: “did you do something?”
cal: “why do you even care about him? All 
he’s done is treat you like shit.”

Becky: “answer me!”
Cal: “ i love you, becky. More than he ever 
could.”



Beck backs away—
“Get away from me!”

She stumbles the way they came...

Cal: “becky, no!”
He moves to follow...

Hand lands on his shoulder—

Becky disappears as cal turns—
Ross o.s.: “you thought that you would lose 
your sister when you got out of here.”

Reveal ross:
“The baby would bring her and travis 
together and shut you out in the cold.”

Ross turns cal around—
“You’re probably right on that score.”

Cu Ross:
“Your mistake is thinking that you’re ever 
leaving.”



Cal struggles to break free— He breaks free from ross and runs out of 
frame...



Fast Lat. track thru grass... Cal gains into shot...

Leads as he runs and turns toward us— Cal pov: ross running at us—

Ross catches up to cal:
“Good work there, sport. I’m impressed. 
‘Course i was a bit of a track star back in the 
day. Played some ball too.”

Ross tackles cal—

They fall — hear them land o.c. Push in coming off ground...
Ross straddling cal:
“Not getting yet, are ya?”



Over ross on cal struggling Cal pov—
Ross: “gates of hell are the gates of 
heaven. Just a question of which way you’re 
headed.”

Cal turns his head to see... His own dead body! Tendrils of grass 
sprouting from its mouth and eyes.

Overhead on ross killing cal... Glides left to another cal, dead and 
decayed...

...and more bodies of cal... ...then widen as we discover more...



...until we see a dozen dead cals in various 
stages of decay scattered in the grass...



cu travis Unconscious...

Becky o.s.: “travis! Travis!”

Travis stirs awake...

Slow boom down on travis lying on pavement 
next to the bowladrome...
He feels a wave of pain as he sits up...

Behind travis as he rises slowly to face the 
wall of grass—
Travis: “becky?...”



Slow track left... Travis limps into shot:
“Beck!”

Travis stops—
Becky: “travis?!”
Travis: “you okay?”

Track right on grass...
Becky: “I’m afraid.”
Travis: “where’s cal?”

...we find becky huddled on the ground. Closer on becky:
“I lost him. And tobin. Where are you, travis? 
What happened?”

Travis drops to the ground:
“Your brother... I think he loves you a little 
too much...but this isn’t his fault...i did 
this...”

Becky in the grass:
“Forget about it. It doesn’t matter 
anymore...
Travis: “this place won’t let me forget...”
Becky: “you can’t think like that.”
...
Travis: “becky?”



Cu on becky, crying:
“There’s something i didn’t tell you. I was 
going to give her up...”
Travis: “but you don’t want that anymore?”
Becky: “what difference does it make now..”

Becky: “i lived by the ocean my whole life. No 
light out there, so you couldn’t really tell 
where the sky finished and the water 
began...”

Becky: “...this is kind of an ocean too.”
Travis: “no it’s not. We’re getting out... Our 
kid deserves to live.”
Becky: “she’s a strong one... travis?... 
would you have been waiting for me?”
Travis: “i was. But you didn’t.”

Slow push in on Becky: 
“That’s the worse part. I wanted to. Just 
before we stopped here. I thought about 
going back home. But then i thought i was 
being weak.”

High wide: reveal the gulf of grass between 
them...

Cu Travis: 
“i wish I could touch your hand.”

Cu becky:
“It’s right here”



Travis reaches his hand out... Becky reachers her hand out...

Their hands almost come into contact— ECU travis—
Becky o.s.: “get away!”

His eyes snap open—
Becky o.s.: “get away from me!”

Travis jumps up—
“Becky?! What’s going on?!”



(S) Ross pulls screaming becky into shot—
“Funny, this is where i had my first tussle 
with Natalie.”

Wide of ross holding becky:
“I tried to show her the way. But she just 
wouldn’t listen.”

ECU of becky looking down at... Her pocket... she takes out a set of keys...

Becky tries to stab ross with the key... Ross knocks the key out of her hand...

Ross pulls her back by the hair—
“You wanna see the rock, darlin’? Wanna lay 
on it naked, and feel me in you, beneath the 
pinwheel stars...

ECU of Ross’s grass-stained teeth—
“...while the grass sings our names. Poetry, 
eh?”



ECU ross:
“Blood is nice. Tears are better for a 
thirsty rock like that.”

ECU becky, frozen in terror—

Becky’s foot hoofs the ground... As she tries to knee him in the groin...

Ross bends her toward the ground—
The camera rotates with her...

Grass close to camera

...bends back as ross sets her on the 
ground.

Insert: Ross’s hand sinks into the mud



Thru grass on ross and becky—
Ross: “and when i fuck you on the stone, I’ll 
have some of both. Has to be quick though...”

ECU Grass “semen” drips

Tilt down from ross...
“Don’t want to do it in front of the kid.”

...to becky...

To kangaroo pouch... and scissors ECU ross eye

Insert: becky grabs scissors Becky brings up scissors and...



—and stabs ross! Ross arches back into frame—
Scissors stuck in his eye

Becky scrambles away Lead becky as she runs away from ross...

Ross vanishes from view... 360 around travis—
“Becky?!!!”

And/or
High angle: travis lost in a sea of grass



Storm clouds gather over the 
field

Low angle looking up at clouds

Lightening strike And rain falls

Rain on the field Grass parts to reveal becky

Lead becky as she stumbles 
through the storm

Profile angle: she is hit by a 
contraction



Becky struggling with the pain ...looks up. Push in as...

Becky’s pov of grass Figures emerge

ECU becky reacting Tighter angle on figures

Grass waves in the wind ...and now they are closer



Becky frightened
...backs away as...

More figures emerge behind her She turns to see them

She continues turning and camera 
rotates in opposite direction As 
figures emerge from all sides

She stops as figures step into 
the FG

Becky’s pov of figures 
silhouetted and out of focus

Center figure steps into focus, 
revealing twisting visage of 
grass



Continues right up to camera Becky screams

High angle: the grass people 
closing in Becky shrinks from them...

...as they reach down
Over the backs of the grass 
people

They lift becky above their heads On Becky struggling in their 
grip



Low angle as Becky is passed 
hand over hand

Track becky from above as she is 
carried through the field

Track Becky, helpless Closer on her she reacts to...

...something moving in the grass Rack focus to writhing grass 
people

Two of them in a state of agony 
and ecstasy, opening their 
mouths as...

Grass emerges...



...stretching  flesh... ...until the bodies collapse...

Tighter on becky as she sees...

the field waving in the storm ...following a rhythm that 
gradually builds...

...as raindrops explode against 
the grass....

...run sensually  along the 
blades...

...and the grass reaches for the 
sky.



Tighter on becky Her pov of the grass... it’s 
movement becoming unnatural. It 
parts to reveal...

... a woman. Stalks of grass 
forcing their way into her 
mouth...

Exploding rain drops

...the woman and the grass 
filling her body...

...her stomach distending...

... then obscures her again

 The grass parts again to give 
another glimpse of...



...until her skin splits revealing 
a pregnant grass belly

...Now the grass pulses ... 
breathing like a lung.... 
inhaling...

...and exhaling... raindrops moving through the air 
poetically

...the mud roiling and bubbling... ...tighter on Becky’s eye...

...her pov: blades of grass.... ...give way to  reveal a human 
fetus suspended in grassy womb



...continue tracking past more 
wombs in the field... more 
fetuses of increasing maturity...

...the last one nearly fully 
formed

The grass twisting and pulsing ...extending... reaching

High angle: the twisting grass 
‘flowers’ ... drinks in the rain...

... as the earth churns...

...Becky’s eye takes it all in. Becky’s pov: something else 
behind the veil of green...



...Reveal grass woman birthing 
human babies...

... the movement of the grass 
becoming more ecstatic...

...reaching... ...as writhing grass people 
climax...

...And another bABY IS BIRTHED 
FROM A grassy maw...

...LANDING IN THE MUD...

...contracting... ...twisting...



...and ANOTHER BABY exits A GRASS 
WOMB...

...ALSO LANDING IN THE MUD... 
CRYING...

...IN harmony WITH OTHER 
BABIES... ALL WRITHING IN THE 
MUD... ALL SCREAMING BIRTH 
CRIES...

HIGH WIDE ON THE FIELD. PULSING 
LIKE A SINGLE ORGANISM IN TIME 
WITH THE melee

Becoming Becky’s eye... ...as she screams in horror, her 
cries melding with the storm, the 
babies... and the field.

Sudden silence and darkness. Extreme slow motion: becky 
falls into view...



...and landing in the mud... ...barely conscious.

Becky out of focus, turns on to her belly 
slow push in...

As she falls into focus... she stirs...

High angle, shallow focus:
Becky reacts to...

Wide reveal—
She is at the foot of the rock

Lightning!



— lightning flash — — lightning flash —
Transitions us to travis as he runs...

Wide track travis...
Track into grass...

...Transition to rock... slide off to find 
becky trying to move but she can’t...
Slow rack off rain slick surface...



Low angle: slow boom up to rocky as if it is 
watching — rain running down its face...

High angle: slow boom down to becky w/ 
rotation as she struggles...

Becky roles over onto her back... Becky takes out phone...

Ringing...

Becky on phone: “hello?” Becky sits up... push in...
Becky: “listen to me. Don’t let cal hurt 
travis. He’s gonna ruin everything...”

“...just don’t leave him. Stick together. Or 
we’ll keep making the same mistake again. 
Forever—“

— a hand reaches out of the grass, grabs her 
—



Becky panics and screams — Reverse on travis

Becky reacts... can’t believe her eyes. Wide: they embrace.

— lightning flash — — transitions to Ross.

Right eye bloodied He slides out of frame...



Track Ross searching thru grass Track Ross as he howls and runs...

High angle coming over rock...

Travis: “can you stand?”

Travis helps becky up...

They hear ross’ howls

They move but mud sucks at their feet... Travis struggles to help becky...

— rumble — Overhead angle: boom up as sinkhole starts 
to form...



The ground drops—

Becky tumbles down—

Profile: becky slides down...

Travis reacts Becky lands at the bottom of the hole...

Travis tries to reach her... Becky tries to climbs out...

Becky turns over a body! — lightning flash —
Reveal more remains!



High wide: becky surrounded by remains Push in on travis’ reaction

Reverse angle:  becky looks to see...

Tighter angle: people entwined in roots
The rock is organic.  Skulls and bones 
tangled within a complex root system. 
Layered strata of remains. The fulcrum of 
the field.

Closer: body surrounded by pulsing flesh 
organ... a living thing... flesh and grass...

The root system feeds the rock



Becky reacts with horror Travis scrambles thru the web of bones and 
roots to reach becky...

Angel from top of sinkhole as they climb 
back up the slope...

Low angle: they climb out, but...

The ground gives way—
They slide back down...

Becky slides away from camera...

They fall back into the charnel... Travis helps becky out...



They climb back up... travis heaves becky out of the sinkhole...

Angle thru grass as they recover... A shape steps into fg...

Travis and becky look up Pov of grass

Freddy steps out



Following freddy Leading becky and travis trying to keep up

Pov: they lose sight of freddy... Travis reaches out...

His hand reaches out to pull grass aside...

(Transition from studio to location)

To reveal freddy by the road!

Travis helps becky out of grass:
“Come on!”

Profile: they run up the embankment...



Crane up from grass as they escape toward 
the church...

Becky looks back—

Becky pov: grass waves enraged! Track thru cars...

...see the minivan... ...and finally the madza.

View inside car: becky looks in Outside car: becky turns to travis—
“I lost my keys.”



Over beck to travis:
“It’s all right.”

— zoom!
Travis’s truck drives by—

Away from the church...



Swish swish of the wipers Becky looks out the window
Travis: “there’s nothing you could have 
done.”

Cu becky Becky looks down at—

Freddy between them Travis glances at becky traumatized and 
exhausted...
Travis: “you have Ginny.”

Becky hand on her belly
Travis: “she’s going to be okay. And that’s 
all that matters now.”

Travis puts his hand on hers—



Push in to tummy...
(Fade out)

‘We have her.”



(Sc. 74)
Blackness

Boom up over side of bed to find becky 
sleeping...

Her eyes open Wide: Becky’s room. No more childhood 
trinkets. An empty baby bassinet.

She gets up and checks the window (Sc. 75)
Lawn

Becky’s bare feet step in...
Her toes feel the lawn...

Track with her feet...



Reveal travis and Ginny—
Travis: “morning, sleepy head.”
Becky: “what time is it?”

Reverse:
“Ten.”

Becky sits with them—
Travis: “don’t feel bad. You’ve earned it.”

She puts her head on his shoulder:
“You having one of those mornings?”
She nods.
“At some point, it’s going to stop.”

Angle on baby Ginny Becky eyes her daughter:
“I don’t know if i want it to.”
Travis: “you’re right. It’s a choice...
Becky: “i want to...cal was on that trip 
because of me...”

Travis: “he was your older brother. He was 
supposed to look out for you. Not the other 
way around.”
Becky: “doesn’t matter.”

Becky straightens:
“To leave... i had to give him up. That was the 
deal. I left a part of myself there. I traded 
him. Him for...



Wide: the baby is gone!
Becky: “where’s Ginny?”
Travis: “what do you mean?”

Becky looks for Ginny—
“I was... she was just...”

“Travis?” Wide (toward house): now travis is gone.

On Becky’s back She turns... reacts—

Reverse: reveal the field. Becky stands. Boom up to reveal the neighbourhood has 
been replaced by the field...



Push in on becky Push into grass—
Sound of grunting... panting...

Becky is compelled to come closer Follow her

Lead her Her pov closing in on grass

Slow push in as she opens the gate and gets 
closer to the wall of grass...

...a beat...



Ross’s hands shoot out and grab her— She is pulled into grass—

Ross and becky in the field—
He makes her watch...

Herself giving birth

Over Becky’s pregnant belly to ross and her Pregnant becky in agony

Blood pools in the mud Becky’s eyes watching herself...



Pregnant becky snaps her head back in a 
final cry of pain—

Black



(Sequence shot w/ lens baby)
Cu Becky’s eyes closed...

Eyes open.

Becky pov: storm clouds clearing way... Cu rain-soaked grass dripping water

Drops land in a puddle...drip, drip, drip...
(Sound continues throughout scene)

Her eyes then go to...

Her pov: The rock She feels her flat tummy...



...a shadow falls on her. Her pov: a blurry figure

She tries to focus Figure resolves into cal:
“Becky?”

Becky: “...the baby.” Cal twists wet rag...
“Not too fast. I don’t want you to get sick.”

Profile: Becky drinks in the water Cu becky:
“Baby...”



Cal holds up the baby:
“Isn’t she great? I’ve got her. Out of the 
oven. Bakes just right.”

Cu cal: 
“Aren’t you the mother Mary? Wonder when 
the wisemen will show? Wonder what gifts 
they have for us?”

She smiles She shuts her eyes...
(Fade out)

Blackness
(Fade up to...)

“There once was a farmer from Leeds...”

*post-prod slow zoom in on grass...
Dissolve to (match eyelashes)...

(Intercut w/ scene, reverse motion, 
unnatural movements, rhythmically...)

...Graphic match to ECU of Becky’s eye—
(Her lashes look like grass)...

Eye opens - bloodshot and gooey - lashes 
sticking together...
Cal v.o.: who swallowed bag full a 
seeds...”



Sensual angle on becky’S mouth...
Breathing in and out... in and out...
Cal: “big bunches of grass sprouted out his 
ass...”

—Joint in meat snapped—

Drops of blood in a puddle...
“And his balls grew shaggy with weeds.”

Micro-clouds of blood in water

Becky biting off meat—
“That’s a good girl. You it all up. yum.”

Sinew tearing...

...chewing... ...swallowing...



...more eating... Cal holds up a piece of meat:
“Want some more, huh? All right, here’s 
another piece...”

Cu on becky starting to become more 
aware...

Cu wipes goo from her eye

Wider on becky becoming more cognizant:
“Cal, what is that?... what am i eating?”

Cal’s back to her:
“Grass. Becky honey...just grass and seeds 
and so on. Cows do it all the time.”

Profile: becky looks down and sees...
“It tastes like...”

Her pov: a bloody shirt



Cal turns:
“Like what?”

ECU becky:
“Like...”

She looks up to cal... Her pov: cal out of focus...

Snapping into focus is ross leaning in:
“...like you.”



Lead travis handheld ...he trips...

...gets up... ...clawing...

...breaking into the clearing...pauses...

Travis: “becky...”

Travis runs into the clearing...

Boom up as travis drops down to Becky’s 
body

Travis realizing becky is dead:
“Please, please...”



Reverse: the rock watching travis’ misery Profile on travis...

Tobin: “my daddy killed her, didn’t he?”

Travis looks up to tobin— Over travis to tobin:
“And he killed the baby?”

Over Tobin on travis who nods and rises “I found cal. He killed him too. This isn’t 
ever going to stop. He’s gonna kill all of 
us and he’s gonna keep doing it forever.”

Travis comes up to tobin:
“I won’t let him hurt you.”
“But he’s watching us right now.”

Boom up w/ travis as he turns to the field



Reverse wide—
Travis: “you out there, ross?”

Rotate 180 as travis turns looking for ross

Travis: “why hide? You want to finish us off, 
just do it...”

...keep turning...

“See? I’m here. I’m waiting.”

Ross comes out of nowhere—
Crack!
Hits travis with femur—

Travis struggles to rise...
Ross: “no, i don’t see...”
Ross drops bone

Low angle on ross:
“You honey took my eye. But you know what? 
Eyes are deceiving ‘round here. I’m better 
without it...”

Ross comes up behind travis... ...steps down on him...



Ross shoves travis’ face into mud—
“Too bad. I liked you, kid. Saw a seed of 
myself in there.”

Travis drowning in mud

...Travis slips free...spins... ...and kicks ross in the face...

...sending ross tumbling backward... Travis jumps up

Ross on the ground reaches... Brings up sharp end of the femur as travis 
lands on him—



On travis as he’s stabbed... Ross lifts travis to a standing position...

Ross speaks close into his ear:
“All i wanted was to help you find 
redemption. God knows, you’re the one who 
needed it the most.”

Ross pulls out the bone—

Travis drops. Ross lets go of femur:
“Maybe next time.”

Ross comes up to tobin:
“Ready for yours?”

Over ross to tobin... Tobin runs and ross takes chase...



Ross snatches tobin up...
Track right as he moves to the rock...

Ross: “gorgeous, isn’t it? Like a pearl. Know 
where pearls come from, Toby?...makes you 
wanna touch it, don’t it?”

Ross takes tobin’s tiny hand:
“It wants you to. It’s what this field needs. 
More than rain. It’s so easy, Toby...”

Profile: ross holds out tobin’s hand to 
touch the rock—
“Redemption is so very, very easy.”

Someone steps up to ross... Ross turns...

—just as becky takes out his good eye Ross drops tobin who runs away...



Becky collapses... Ross lashes out blindly....

Travis comes up behind him... Grabs ross...

Tilt down as—
Travis smashes Ross’s face into the rock

...again and again...

Ross’s blood sprays on the rock... Dripping into the grooves of the dancing 
figures...



The grass waves excitedly Ross manages to grab travis—

They stumble in an awkward embrace— High angle over rock—
They land in the mud

Ross on top Travis clocks ross—

Travis throws ross off him— Ross lands in the grass—



Profile: grass wraps around his throat— Reveal travis—
Strangling ross with grass:
Travis: “I’m not coming back here.”

High angle: grass ecstatic Travis pov: strangling ross

Cu travis:
“And neither are you!”

360 pan...
Around the circle...

...Past tobin... ...the rock...



...becky... ...full circle to travis and ross...

Ross dead... Travis releases him—

Ross lands in the mud High angle: travis rises

Travis walks toward tobin... ...walks past tobin...



Handheld: travis crosses to... ...becky.

She’s dead.

Over dead becky to travis...
Travis: becky...”

He holds her close

ECU travis’ pain ...then a realization.

Travis gently sets her down... Tobin watching



Travis rises...faces rock... ...limps toward the rock...

Tobin realizes what he’s about to do and 
goes to intervene...

Tobin tries to stop travis:
“Travis, don’t—“

Push in to rock Travis lays hand on rock...

Extreme low angle: travis + rock Travis as he feels the effect...



Travis’s hand on rock... 

(Rock pulses?)

High angle...

...higher... ...we see secret pathways...

...even higher... Graphic match to Travis’s eye

On Travis’s back... He drops his hand



Tobin is frightened On travis...

...he turns to tobin... “Travis?...”

Travis steps up to tobin:
“i know what redemption is.”

Profile tobin, afraid

Profile travis:
“There’s nothing easy about it.”

Travis suddenly scoops up tobin—



Tobin pov: receding grass Cu tobin carried by travis...

Tobin looks up... Tobin pov of travis:
“It won’t let me leave.”

Tobin pov of Travis’s feet speeding along the 
mysterious path...

T:”But you... you don’t belong here”

Tracking with them:
“... And neither does becky.”

Travis breaks through into a clearing

Tobin looks down...



Tobin reacts... looks down at his feet— Tobin’s feet are on solid ground.

Tobin spins back to travis—
“Don’t let them in, tobin.”

Over tobin—
The field has been replaced by a wall

Wide shot: tobin is inside a room!

Travis drops tobin—Travis stops, gives tobin the pendant:
“Don’t let them in.”
Travis struggles with murderous desires



Ext door ...opens a crack to reveal tobin’s eye.

Wide: door opens further. Tobin begins to step outside.

Tobin continues to come forward cautiously. Tobin’s pov of church

Tobin steps into his own pov Track tobin walking past pews.



Following tobin from behind He opens main door...

Continue past tobin to reveal the road and 
field — it’s day!...

Continue traveling right to reveal the Mazda

Tobin blinks in the sunlight...
Becky o.s.: “hello? Is someone out there?”

Steps in cu, reacts to his own voice o.s.:
“Help me!”

Over tobin to car and field:
“Help me!”
Becky: “sounds like he’s really in trouble.”

Push into tobin as he starts to realize 
what’s going on...
Cal o.s.: “ooookay. Better haul him out.”



Tobin reacts:
“Don’t go in there!”

(Sc. 83) *all handheld from this point—
Tobin rushes to the car:
“Stay away from it!”

Over becky to tobin—
“Stay away!”

Cal looks from field to tobin:
“Wasn’t... didn’t we hear him in—?”

Cu becky reacting as voice heard from grass

Becky turns to voice:
“Help me! I’ve been stuck in here for DAYS!”

Slow push in to becky and cal...



Tobin gets in front of them:
“Don’t pay attention to him!”

Reverse as they react to his terrible state—
Becky: “oh, my god. Are you okay?”
Tobin: “get back in your car. Please, you have 
to go!”
Cal: “where are your parents?”

Tobin: “it’s doesn’t matter. We just have to 
leave!”

Becky stands and confers with cal:
“What do we do?”
Tobin o.s.: “heeeeeeeelp!”
Cal: “sure sounds like he’s in trouble.”

Cal exits— Cal heads for the field...
Tobin: “don’t let him go in!”

Tobin turns to becky:
“If he goes in, you’ll go in, and you’ll never 
get out.”

Becky is confused and notices something in 
Tobin’s hand:
“Where did you get this?”



Cu tobin:
“Travis.”

Becky looks at pendant... becomes 
disturbed...

Grass waves Profile: Cal considers...
Tobin o.s.: “are you out there?”

Behind cal—
Tobin o.s.: “please. You gotta help.”

View of cal from within the grass...
He starts forward...

Cal crosses threshold Becky: “Cal, wait!”



Foot steps beyond the border Becky: “get back here, now!”
Cal stops, one foot in the field...

Becky shows him the pendant:
“Look at this!”

Tobin terrified

Cal is puzzled His foot steps back—

Cal comes back—
Becky: “he says travis gave it to him.”
Cal: “what—-?”
Tobin: ‘I’ll explain later, i promise. But we 
have to go right now.”

“Please!”



Cal settles next to becky, Push in past him 
to...

Cu becky looking at field...

Slow zoom in to grass Becky leans against the car—
Cal: “are you all right?”

Becky is woozy—
“We have to go.”
Cal: “but that kid—“

Becky spins to cal:
“Something’s not right. We need to leave 
now.”

Cal reads her fear Cal turns to tobin:
“Get in. 
to becky:
“We’ll find a hospital for him. 
And then we’ll send for help



Hold on becky before she gets into the car Her pov of the field

(Sc. 84) rise over hood of the car as 
everyone gets inside.
Cal: “we can drop him off in the nearest 
town on the way.”

Field is reflected in the window

Pan right + slide left: 
car pulls away

Angle on tobin looking back at field

Tobin pov of field Tobin watching...



He turns as he senses... POV: Becky watching him

Becky turns back thinking... —“stop!”

Cal hits the breaks— Cal: “what is it now?”
Becky: “let’s take him to Topkeka.”
Cal: “but that’s the way we came.”
Becky: “i know.”
Cal: “i thought we decided to keep going.”

Becky caresses her belly Cu Becky: “we should never have left.”



Tobin looks back and forth Cal: “are you sure? What about that family?”

Becky turns to cal:
“I’ve got my own family now.”

Becky looks back to field

Her pov of field Pov thru grass looking back at her

Cal turns away from her.

On cal as he registers what this means for 
him.



The car leaves frame
Pov thru grass: the car makes a u-turn

Crane down as Mazda makes a u-turn And 
heads back home...

...adjust to the field.

Boom down into the grass... (Sc. 85)
...to find travis

ECU Travis’s eyes looking back to her Close on becky feeling his gaze



A moment of peace before travis dies And as he dies, we rise. But we do not pull 
focus...

Instead, we gently let him fall away out of 
focus...

Further and further

Until there is only a trace of him...
....

Adjust as Travis drops to the ground Travis’s pov of the sky framed by grass.



Then gently rack back into focus to find he 
is gone.

And we end as we began, staring down at the 
field as it waves to us.  And waits for the 
next arrival.
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